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Favorites Under Pressure: 4-Quart Pressure Cooker Recipe and tips for fast food and easy by Jean Chef, Meredith Laurence (Blue Jean Chef)Näytä kokonaan... Christal Sczebel, Power Bowls: 100 Perfectly Balanced Meals in a Bowl Our Favorite One-Course Dinner Cookbook by Gooseberry PatchCholesterol Cures: Breakthrough Menu
Plan to Slash Cholesterol, 2nd Edition by RodaleEnglish Health Book Editor | November 7th, 2017 | ASIN: B06XYWTVGK, ISBN: 1635650070 | 352 Pages | EPUB | 10.60 MB Lower Your Cholesterol Naturally! If you have high cholesterol, you may understand the importance of raising your overall cholesterol profile. You probably know,
too, that diet and exercise are vital factors in the cholesterol equation. What you may not realize is that certain foods and nutritional supplements, along with certain physical activity and other lifestyle factors, have a direct correlation to healthy cholesterol levels. Research proves it! By introducing these natural remedies into your self-care
regimen, you may be able to lower your cholesterol without medications – safely, effectively, and for life. In this newly revised and updated edition of Cholesterol Medicine, you'll find what recent research reveals about familiar remedies such as garlic, wheat, and fish oil supplements, as well as more recent findings such as grape seed
extract, pomegranate, and coenzyme Q10. Even better, you'll learn what current research says about forbidden foods like red meat, eggs, and milk. Do you think they'll be gone for good? Think again! You can enjoy it as part of a healthy and cholesterol-friendly diet. Cholesterol drugs show you how. You'll also find: • Healthy indulgences -
food profiles with surprising cholesterol-lowering benefits • 500-food fat and cholesterol counters - to guide you to smart food options • Breakthrough Menu Plan - to help you cut your cholesterol by 30 points in 30 days! Food The Great Challenge by Enrique Pons SintesEnglish | December 17th, 2017 | ASIN: B078GSD7RF, ISBN:
1547502053 | 133 Pages | EPUB | 0.30 MB Health and healthy food has now become a major challenge, as the food industry puts its economic benefits before the benefits that food can provide. We live in a time of hardness, where processed foods are practically most of the food we can find on supermarket shelves, thus releasing
authentic unprocessed food into items that are difficult to milk and often overly expensive. The book aims to destroy a little light on the subject, and get us able to get healthy food despite the food industry, in the end all consumers have the power to change all this. Investigations into food products that can currently be found in large
shopping This book is the result of and investigations that we have conducted with the help of experts in the field and our own personal experience; to look into products sold in supermarkets and large shopping malls. With the result the result we are looking for products to replace that do not provide any benefits to the human body or are
very dangerous and toxic. As a result: we lose weight and body fat without diet and without depriving any food products; we spend less on weekly food costs, we are more energetic, have a better quality of life, can concentrate better, are less tired and do not suffer from painful headaches or joints. The advantages are enormous, simply by
making certain changes in our eating habits and without cutting anything important. With this book we share our personal experiences, the third most third family, who are worried about the health of themselves and their children. We hope to encourage others to experiment as we have and see the benefits for themselves. Meredith
Laurence, Fast Favorites Under Pressure: 4-Quart Pressure Cooker recipe and tips for fast food and easy by Blue Jean Chef, Meredith Laurence (The Blue Jean Chef)ISBN: 0982754027 | 2016 | EPUB | 208 pages | 54 MB Fast Favorites Under Pressure by Blue Jean Chef Meredith Laurence is written with smaller household care. Today,
so many pressure cooker recipes are written for larger pressure cookers and are designed to serve 6 to 8 people. However, when you are dealing with cooking pressure, cutting a large recipe back to feed only 2 to 4 people is not always straight forward. Fast Favorites Under Pressure does all the work for you, with each recipe guaranteed
to work in a 4-quart pressure cooker. Recipes also double up very easily so if you cook in an 8-quart stove, you won't have any trouble making twice as many quick favorites. Fast Favorites Under Pressure also includes tips and tricks for cooking pressure so you can be more successful with your pressure cooker. Blue Jean chef Meredith
Laurence has created more than 100 recipes for the 4-quart Pressure Cooker that are sure to be family favourites, including Chicken Alfredo Rotini, Red Wine Braised Short Ribs, Lime Shrimp with Spicy Tomato Grits, and Mint Chocolate Fudge Cake with Ganache. From soups to pasta, meats to seafood, whole grains, vegetarians and
desserts, all kinds of appetite will have the option of getting food on the table in a fraction of the time. Christal Sczebel, Power Bowls: 100 Perfectly Balanced Foods in a BOWLISBN: 1454926996 | 2018 | EPUB | 192 pages | 22 MB Power up with these 100 delicious and balanced foods in a bowl—all designed to deliver a targeted burst of
energy that will sustain you throughout the day. Packed with recipes for all-in-one meals, Power Bowls offers dishes that are easy to make and easy to serve that are just the healthiest ingredients. From bean quinoa porridge for breakfast to Thai green cashew chicken, all these bowls feature whole grains, vegetables, fruits, nuts, whole
grains, high-quality proteins, healthy fats and uncorrified natural sugars. So what is the energized with a carrot cake protein smoothie bowl, lunch on a bowl of coconut vegetable rice and lemongrass, eat in a Niçoise kale and salmon bowl, or treat yourself to a delicious bowl of rich cocoa chia smoothies, you know that you will do your body
well! Our Favorite One Dish Dinner Recipe by Gooseberry PatchEnglish | January 2nd, 2018 | ISBN: 1620932636 | 131 pages | PDF | 1.80 MB From a busy evening to a casual meeting, there's nothing more satisfying for dinner than a cream pot pie with a chipped crust, a hot grilled pot of piping or a cheesy casserole, crumb-topped. For
our Favorite One Dish Dinner, we've put together 60 hassle-free recipes that will bring everyone running to the table. Whether you want to serve savory dinner pies, very easy pan dinners, delicious pop-in-the-oven casseroles or soups or stomach-warming stews, you'll find a wide variety of lip-smacking one-course recipes that are easy to
prepare as they are for cleaning! 421 . Toiminnot Ilmoita asiattomasta viestistä . IT Certification Will Kurt, Get Programming with Haskell David Clinton, Learn Amazon Web Services in a Month of Lunches Dean Alan Hume, Progressive Web Apps Näytä kokonaan... Azat Mardan, React Fast: Painless web applications with React, JSX,
Redux, and GraphQL Celebi, M. Emre, Aydin, Kemal, Will Kurt's Unattended Learning Algorithms, Get Programming with Haskell English | ISBN: 1617293768 | 2018 | 615 pages | PDF | 13 MB Get Programming with Haskell introduces you to the Haskell language without drowning you in academic jargon and heavy functional
programming theory. By taking 43 easy-to-follow lessons, you'll learn Haskell the best way possible—by doing Haskell! The purchase of a printed book includes free eBooks in PDF, Kindle, and ePub format from Manning Publications. About Technology Programming languages often just differ around the edges—some keywords, libraries,
or platform choices. Haskell gives you a completely new point of view. To software pioneer Alan Kay, a change of perspective can be worth 80 IQ points and Haskellers agrees with TS Bene's dramatic thinking in Haskell's way — thinking functionally, with type security, mathematical certainty, and more. In this live book, that's what you'll
learn. About Book Get Programming with Haskell takes you through short lessons, examples, and exercises designed to make your own Haskell. It has crystal-clear illustrations and guided exercises. You'll write and test dozens of interesting programs and dive into special Haskell modules. You'll get a new perspective on programming
plus practical skills to Haskell in the everyday world. (80 IQ points: not guaranteed.) What To Think In Haskell ProgrammingFunctional Basics Programming in This Type of International Application for Haskell About Reader David Clinton, Learn Amazon Web Services Services A Month of English Lunch | ISBN: 1617294446 | 2017 | 332
pages | PDF | 16 MB Learn Amazon Web Services in a Month of Lunches walks you through the process of building powerful and secure web applications using core AWS services that you really need to know about. You'll be amazed at how much you can achieve with AWS! About Cloud Computing Technology has changed the way we
build and deliver software. With the Amazon Web Services cloud platform, you can trade expensive glass room hardware and dedicated infrastructure for virtual servers and easy-to-configure storage, security, and networking services. Better, since you don't have the hardware, you only pay for the computing power you need! Just learn
some key ideas and techniques and you can have applications running on AWS in minutes. About the Amazon Web Services Learning Book in a Month Lunch makes you get started with AWS quickly. In just 21 bite-size lessons, you'll learn the practical concepts and techniques you need to deploy and manage your app. You'll learn by
doing a real-world laboratory that guides you from the core AWS tools set up through security and storage settings and planning for growth. You'll even implement public applications that are highly available, scalable, and balanced. What is Step One In with AWS - no experience requiredDeploy web applications using EC2, RDS, S3, and
Route 53Cheap and fast system backupSet up cloud automation About Readers If you know your way around Windows or Linux and have a basic idea of how web applications work, you're ready to get started with AWS. Dean Alan Hume, English Progressive Web Application | ISBN: 1617294586 | 2017 | 201 pages | PDF | 13 MB
Progressive Web Apps teaches you the PWA design and skills you need to build a fast and reliable website by taking you step by step through real-world examples in this handy tutorial. Foreword by Addy Osmani, Google. The purchase of a printed book includes free eBooks in PDF, Kindle, and ePub format from Manning Publications.
About the Working Technology Offline website. Load times are almost instant. Seamless transition between high/low bandwidth/without. Fantasy, right? Not with progressive web applications. PWAs use modern browser features such as push notifications, smart caching, and Service Workers to manage data, minimize server usage, and
enable unstable connections, giving you better control and happier customers. Better yet, all you need to build PWAs is JavaScript, HTML, and the easy-to-master techniques you'll be in this book. About Book Progressive Web Apps teaches you the PWA design and skills you need to build a fast and reliable website. There are many ways
you can use PWA techniques, and this handy tutorial presents an interesting and standalone example so you can jump to the part that appeals most to you. You will discover how Web Service Workers greatly improve site loading, how to use push notifications, and how to create sites with uncompromising offline mode. What's In caching
Improvements with Service WorkersBanping manifest files and MARKUP NotificationsPush HTML Web design first-firstTechniques to synchronize data About Readers Written for readers with experience developing websites using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Azat Mardan, React Fast: Painless web application with React, JSX, Redux,
and GraphQL UK | ISBN: 1617293342 | 2017 | 532 pages | PDF | 19 MB Quick React Summary is for anyone who wants to learn .js fast. This live book teaches you the concepts you need with lots of examples, tutorials, and major major projects built throughout the book. The purchase of a printed book includes free eBooks in PDF,
Kindle, and ePub format from Manning Publications. About Success Technology the user interface needs to be visually appealing, fast, and flowing. The React.js JavaScript library supercharges web view-heavy applications by increasing the flow of data between UI components. React sites update visual elements efficiently and smoothly,
minimizing page reloads. React is developer-friendly, with a robust ecosystem to support dev processes along the complete application stack. And since it's all JavaScript, React is instantly familiar. About Quick React Books is a tutorial for web developers who want to get started quickly with React.js. Following carefully selected and
clearly described examples, you'll learn react development using your existing JavaScript and web dev skills. You'll explore a number of different projects as you learn about web parts, forms, and data. What are the basics of Inside Master React Build a complete web application with data and routing componentsTestOptimize React apps
Celebi, M. Emre, Aydin, Kemal, Learning Algorithms Without English Supervision | 2016 | ISBN-10: 3319242091 | 558 pages | EPUB | 8 MB Contains state-of-the-art unattended learning in one comprehensive volume Features many step-by-step tutorials help readers to learn quickly Include some tips on how to protect flash sites from
hackers and a special chapter on the next generation of Flash that prepares readers for the future This book summarizes the state of the art in unattended learning. The contributors discussed how the proliferation of large amounts of unlabeled data, unattended learning algorithms, which can automatically find interesting and useful
patterns in the data, has gained popularity among researchers and practitioners. The author outlines how this algorithm has found many applications including pattern recognition, market basket analysis, web mining, social networking analysis, retrieval recommendation systems, market research, intrusion detection, and fraud detection.
They present how difficult it is to develop a theoretical sound approach that for objective evaluation has resulted in the proposal of many unattended learning algorithms over the last half century. The intended audience includes researchers and practitioners who increasingly use unattended learning algorithms to analyze their data.
Interesting topics include anomaly detection, grouping, feature extraction, and unattended learning applications. Each chapter is donated by a leading expert in the field of 307. Toiminnot Ilmoita asiattomasta viestistä . Panduan Perjalanan Robert Barlas, Nanda P. Wanasundera, CultureShock! Sri Lanka: Survival Guide to Customs and
Etiquette DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Naples &amp; Amalfi Beach by DK Travel DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Venice &amp;amp; Veneto by DK Publishing Näytä kokonaan ... DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Seville &amp;amp; Andalusia, Revised Edition by DK Travel Frommer's EasyGuide to Rome, Florence and Venice 2018, 5th
Edition by Elizabeth Heath, Stephen Keeling, Donald Strachan Robert Barlas, Nanda P. Wanasundera, CultureShock! Sri Lanka: A Survival Guide to Customs and English Etiquette | ISBN: 0761480641 | 2012 | EPUB | 272 pages | Chock-16.7 MB is full of useful tips and information, this book covers a variety of practical issues, such as
how to get your blue card, how to settle into your new home, and how to do business in a Sri Lankan environment. Find out how to communicate with Sri Lankan people and how to enjoy their delicious curries without the need for a fire extinguisher! Discover what's beneath Sri Lanka's profile and how religion, caste and politics affect the
lives of locals. The book also guides you on the customs and cultures of Sri Lankan people and how you can integrate seamlessly into their communities. Written in an easy-to-read style, CultureShock! Sri Lanka is a guide that you should enjoy during your stay in the country. DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Naples &amp;amp; Amalfi Coast
by DK Travel English | October 3rd, 2017 | ISBN: 1465460004, 0241273889, 9781465460004, 9780241273883 | 254 Pages | True PDF | Your in-depth 69.95 MB guide to the best of Naples and the Amalfi Coast. Make the most of your trip to Naples and the Amalfi Coast with our DK Eyewitness Travel Guide. Packed with inside tips to
make your trip a success, you'll find a guide to Naples' stunning architecture and beautiful journeys that let you experience the best hotels, bars and shops the city and beach have to offer. Try local dishes in fantastic restaurants, bars and clubs, and enjoy beautiful views in places that will make you breathe. We have the best hotel for
every budget, plus fun activities for travelers or for families and children visiting Naples and the Amalfi Coast. Discover DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Naples &amp;amp; the Amalfi Coast: • Detailed iteration plans and destinations don't miss a glance. • • crop a 3-D image of an important scene. • Floor plan and guided visitor information for
major museums. • Guided walking tours, local drinks and dining specialties to try, things to do and places to eat, drink and shop by area. • The area map is marked with a view. • Detailed city map including street finder index for easy navigation. • Insight into history and culture to help you understand the stories behind the scenery. • The
list of hotels and restaurants highlights DK Choice's specific recommendations. With hundreds of colorful photos, hand-drawn illustrations, and a special map that illuminates every page, DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Naples &amp; The Amalfi Coast really shows you this goal because no one else can. DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Venice
&amp;amp; Veneto by DK English Publishing | January 6th, 2014 | ISBN: 1465411356, 9781465411358 | 322 Pages | True PDF | 60.23 MB DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Venice and the Veneto takes you by hand, taking you directly to the best attractions the region has to offer. The fully updated guide includes a unique cutaway, floor
plan and a reconstruction of Venice's main architectural landscape, plus a pull-out city map marked by attractions from the guidebook and an easy-to-use road index. DK insider travel tips and important local information will help you discover the best of Venice and Veneto, from local festivals and markets to day trips around the
countryside. A detailed list will guide you to hotels, restaurants, bars and shops for all budgets, while transport maps and charts showing walking distance between attractions will help you get around the city. What's new in DK Eyewitness Travel Guides: • New iteraries based on length of stay, regional destinations, and themes. • List of
new hotels and restaurants including DK's Choice recommendations. • The location of the restaurant is plotted on a map of the rerawn and listed area with a view. • Redesigned and refreshed interiors make guides easier to read. With hundreds of colorful photos, hand-drawn illustrations, and custom maps that brighten up every page, DK:
Venice and Veneto's Eyewitness Travel Guide really shows this goal because no one else can. DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Seville &amp;amp; Andalusia, Revised Edition by DK Travel UK | February 2nd, 2016 | ISBN: 0241189241, 1465438351, 9780241189245, 9781465438355 | 290 Pages | True PDF | 31.57 MB DK Eyewitness
Travel Guide: Seville and Andalusia are must-have guidebooks for travelling to this beautiful region of Spain. DK insider travel tips and important local information will You find the best of Seville and Andalusia, whether you want to visit the Alhambra Palace and Plaza de España, explore the villages of Alpujarra, or sunbathe on the Costa



del Sol. Discover DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Seville and Andalusia. • Detailed Details and goals do not miss highlights at a glance. • Illustration of 3-D cutaway images of important sights. • Free color attraction map (print edition) marked with scenery, selected sights and road indexes, public transport maps, practical information on
getting around, and distance charts to measure walking distance. • Floor plan and guided visitor information for major museums. • Guided walking tours, local drinks and dining specialties to try, things to do and places to eat, drink and shop by area. • The area map is marked with a view. • Detailed city map of Seville includes a street finder
index for easy navigation. • Insight into history and culture to help you understand the stories behind the scenery. • The list of hotels and restaurants highlights DK Choice's specific recommendations. With hundreds of colorful photos, hand-drawn illustrations, and special maps illuminating every page, DK: Seville and Andalusia's
Eyewitness Travel Guide really shows you the country because no one else can. EasyGuide Frommer to Rome, Florence and Venice 2018, 5th Edition by Elizabeth Heath, Stephen Keeling, Donald Strachan English | November 22nd, 2017 | ISBN: 1628873663 | 406 Pages | EPUB | 174.69 MB There is no better introduction to Italy than
the classic iterations of Rome, Florence and Venice. But it's not dummy-proof, which is why we enlisted three of the world's most knowledgeable Italian experts to pen this completely revised and updated annual guide. Their helpful suggestions and honest and opinionable recommendations will allow you to discover hidden gems that other
visitors miss, avoid crowds and lines and, most importantly: plan the holiday of a lifetime. • EasyGuide Frommer to Rome, Florence and Venice 2018 includes: • Lots of useful maps, including removable folding maps • Detailed itineration plans to help you make the most of your time while avoiding crowds and lines • A not-to-be-missed
experience that lets you appreciate Italian culture, history and cuisine like locals • Rewarding day trips to exciting destinations like Pompeii, Verona and the Tuscan countryside • Candid Reviews , shop, stay and sample the nightlife in every city, and in all price ranges • Accurate, up-to-date on prices, transportation, addresses and
everything you need to plan your trip 301. Toiminnot Ilmoita asiattomasta viestistä 293 . Toiminnot Ilmoita asiattomasta viestistä 297 . Toiminnot Ilmoita asiattomasta viestistä 292 . Toiminnot Ilmoita asiattomasta viestistä 278 . Toiminnot Ilmoita asiattomasta viestistä 274 . Toiminnot Ilmoita asiattomasta viestistä . Actions Report
inappropriate message 273 . Actions Report inappropriate message 273 . Actions Report inappropriate message 264 . Actions Report inappropriate message 253 . Actions Report inappropriate message 252 . . Ilmoita asiattomasta viestistä. Toiminnot Ilmoita asiattomasta viestistä . Economy and Business Negotiation Affective Slum
Tourism: City Streets in Delhi M. A. H. Dempster, Juho Kanniainen, High Performance Computing in Finance: Problems, Methods, and Unsustainable Transportation and Transition Solutions in China Näytä kokonaan ... When Science and Politics Collide: The Public Interest at Risk of Rocky Outings in Australia: Ecology, Conservation and
Management of Affective Negotiations on Slum Tourism: City streets in Delhi Routledge | English | 2018 | ISBN-10: 1138729892 | 194 pages | PDF | 6.13 mb by Tore Holst (Author) Every year, about one million tourists visit the slums on a guided tour as part of their vacation to Asia, Africa or Latin America. The book analyzes cultural
encounters that took place between slum tourists and former street children, who worked as tour guides for local NGOs in Delhi, India. Slum tourism is usually framed as a tourist show, bought as a commodity at market prices, and as an attraction for the help that tourists encounter in charity altruistic discourse. The book enriches the
tourism debate by interpreting tourist performances as an affective economy, identifying tour guides as emotional laborers and raising questions about the long-term impact of economically unbalanced meetings with Global North representatives, including researchers. The book studies the 'rules of feeling' that govern seedy tours and how
they form interactions. When do guides allow tourists to exoticize slums and feel a thrilling disgust at the effects of abject poverty, and when do they instead guide them towards a sense of solidarity with the slum dwellers? What happens if the tourists rebel and break the boundaries that eliminate the comfortable affective negotiating space
set up by the guide? This book will be an important reading for scholars, postgraduates and researchers working in the fields of Human Geography, Slum Tourism Research, Subaltern Studies and Development Studies. About the Author Tore Holst is an external lecturer at Cultural Encounters, Roskilde University, where he teaches
mobility, migration, postcolonial literature, epistemology and the correlation between modernity and colonialism. He obtained his PhD from Roskilde University in 2016, with the thesis on which the book is based. He has also published postcolonial literature and focused on how the colonial relationship between the danish state and
Greenland became visible when the climate narrative was enacted and disseminated through the media. M. A. H. Dempster, Juho Kanniainen, High Performance Computing in Finance: Problems, Methods, and Solutions 2018 | ISBN-10: 1482299666 | 634 pages | PDF | High Performance Computing 21 MB provides higher computing
performance to solve problems in engineering and finance. There are a variety of HPC resources available for different needs, from cloud computing – which can be used without much expertise and expense – to more customized hardware, such as Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) or D-Wave quantum computer systems. High-
Performance Computing in Finance is the first book to provide an introduction to HPC for finance, capturing relevant academic and practical issues. Unsustainable Transportation and Transition in China Routledge | English | 2018 | ISBN-10: 1138934518 | 242 pages | PDF | 17.88 MB by Becky PY Loo (Author) This book discusses various
transportation sustainability issues from the perspective of developing countries, exploring key issues, problems and potential solutions to improve transportation sustainability in China. It first reviews the basic lines of transportation sustainability today across three main dimensions of environmental, economic and social sustainability,
through international comparisons covering developed and developing countries in different regions of the world. Then, with a time frame until 2030, the study questioned 100 major Chinese cities according to their basic conditions, population projections and economic growth, and common sustainability challenges in passenger
transportation. Systematic efforts are made to address the characteristics, strengths, and weaknesses of various emerging sustainable transportation strategies, including metro systems, rapid transit buses, light rail, bicycles (and e-bicycles), electric vehicles and on foot. Based on the various clusters of cities identified, the study then
explored the opportunities and constraints of introducing a variety of sustainable transportation strategies that emerged through statistical analysis and detailed field work. Future directions and challenges are identified based on official documents, on-site observations, and interviews with local communities. The study concludes with
thoughts on sustainable transportation in smart cities, the importance of governance, local participation, internal and external city movements, and towards a holistic sustainable transportation plan. Unsustainable Transportation and Transition in China will be of great interest to scholars interested in carbon emissions, climate change,
environmental policy, planning, road safety, sustainability, transportation and urban studies, and relevant to China and other developing countries. Review As the second largest global economy, China has an important role to play in the transition to sustainable mobility. This landmark book provides detailed context and analysis of
progress towards sustainable transport at the national and city level, along with future choices and global lessons. ―David Banister, Professor Emeritus transportation, University of Oxford, UK This book integrates solid, solid theoretical knowledge, geographical analysis and empirical situation in China in exploring various unsustainable
transportation challenges. There are practical guidelines on local sustainable transport plans for different city clusters. With the author's forward-looking knowledge and strong research, this book offers invaluable insight into China's quest for a sustainable transportation transition. ― Chai Yanwei, Professor in the Department of Urban
Geography and Economics, College of Urban and Environmental Sciences, Peking University, China An intellectual 'tour de force' in developing sustainable transportation systems. After an analysis of sustainability concerns and transportation challenges and international benchmarks, Professor Loo looks to the future of cities that identify
the ten main drivers of mobility, three types of urban clusters, a box of sustainable transport tools and sustainable transport strategies. ― Richard Knowles, Professor of Transport Geography, University of Salford, Manchester, UK The next 10 to 15 years will be an important time for the transition of development in China. Many cities are
now exploring new urbanization roadmaps and this book gives us invaluable methodologies and policy recommendations based on broad international perspectives and diverse local contexts in mainland China. ― Haixiao Pan, Professor in the Department of Urban Planning, Tongji University, China About Author Becky P.Y. Loo is
Professor of Geography at the University of Hong Kong. His research interests include transportation, e-technology (defined as microelectronics, informatics and telecommunications) and society. In particular, he excels in spatial analysis, surveying, behavioral modeling, transportation carbon emissions, regional infrastructure, transit-
oriented development, walkable communities, and road safety. When Science and Politics Collide: The Public Interest That Risks Praeger | English | 2018 | ISBN-10: 144085937X | 228 pages | PDF | 13.45 MB by Robert O. Schneider (Author) This book explains why science and politics collide, why this is such a critical issue at this exact
time in U.S. history, and what to do to ensure that science and politics coincide. • Demonstrates a contentful science/policy relationship through current instances of controversy • Argues that America's historic commitment to scientific progress, human rights, and democracy is risky • Emphasizes the importance of science for intelligent
public policymaking • Offers advice on how to improve communication between science and politics About Author Robert O. Schneider, PhD (political science), is professor of public administration at the University of North Carolina at Pembroke. He is Managing the Climate Crisis: Assessing Our Risks, Options and Prospects. Rocky
Outcrops in Indonesia: CSIRO Ecology, Conservation and Management | | | 2018 | ISBN-10: 1486307906 | 184 pages | PDF | 21.89 MB by Damian Michael (Author), David Lindenmayer (Author) Rocky outing is a feature landscape with disproportionately high biodiversity value relative to its size. They support special plants and animals,
and various endemic species. For indigenous Australians, they are sacred places and provide valuable resources. Despite their ecological and cultural interests, many rocky outcrops and related biota are threatened by agricultural and recreational activities, forestry and mining operations, invasive weeds, altered fire regimes and climate
change. Rocky Outcrops in Australia: Ecology, Conservation and Management contains chapters on why these habitats are important, the animals that live and depend on these formations, the key menacing processes, and how rocky outcrops can be managed to improve biodiversity conservation in agricultural landscapes, state forests
and protected areas. The book will be an important reference for landowners, land care groups, naturalists interested in Australian wildlife and natural resources managers. About The Author Damian Michael is Senior Research Officer in Ecology at The Australian National University. He has a wide interest in landscape ecology,
biodiversity conservation, herpetology and understands the ecological importance of rocky outcrops in agricultural landscapes. He manages several large-scale biodiversity monitoring programs in New South Wales and has published 90 scientific papers and six books. 228 228
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